We examine two different methods for finding rising words (among which neologisms) and falling words (among which archaisms) in decades of magazine texts (millions of words) and in years of tweets (billions of words): one based on correlation coefficients of relative frequencies and time, and one based on comparing initial and final word frequencies of time intervals. We find that smoothing frequency scores improves the precision scores of both methods and that the correlation coefficients perform better on magazine text but worse on tweets. Since the two ranking methods find different words they can be used in side-by-side to study the behavior of words over time.
Introduction
Languages are changing all the time, under the influence of contact with other languages, communication media or reasons of production effort (Trask, 1994; Campbell, 1998) . One of the type of changes that can be observed is the birth of new words (neologisms). At the same time other words are falling out of favor (archaisms). We are interested in these two processes. Finding new words in a language is also useful for lexicographers that want to keep dictionaries up-to-date.
In this paper we examine two different methods for extracting words with rising and falling relative frequencies. We apply the methods to decades of Dutch magazine text and years of tweets, and evaluate the quality of the output of the two methods 1 .
After this introduction, we discuss some related work in section two. In section three we describe our data and the two ranking methods. Section four presents an overview of the experiments we performed with the magazine data and their results. In section five, we conclude.
Related work
Discovery of new words (neologisms) is often a chance process best fueled by reading news stories. Formal definitions in literature on lexicography do not deal with the process of discovering neologisms but with the survival chances of new words, which are estimated by their frequency and the diversity of the sources in which they were found (Metcalf, 2002; Barnhart, 2007; Kershaw et al., 2016) . O'Donovan and O'Neill (2008) collect recent texts for discovering neologisms for lexicon expansion. Breen (2009) suggests to use lexical indicators to retrieve neologisms from Japanese texts, an approach earlier applied by Paryzek (2008) for English. Cook (2010) identifies different types of neologisms and different methods for identifying them. Megerdoomian and Hadjarian (2010) use information gain to retrieve neologisms related to various topics. Michel et al. (2011) was the first to report that the Google books corpus contained valuable information for lexicon builders. Lau et al. (2012) used mathematical models for finding novel topics (word sets) in social media texts (tweets). Eisenstein et al. (2012) interestingly linked neologisms found on social media to geographical locations. Chiru and Rebedea (2014) progressions. Kershaw et al. (2016) studied differences in new words from different regions of the United Kingdom with respect to frequency, form and meaning. Recent work on language change goes one step further by not only studying vocabulary growth but also the change of word meanings over time. Kulkarni et al. (2015) use among other word co-occurrences to find shifts in word meaning. Wijaya and Yeniterzi (2011) apply cluster techniques on the Google books corpus to find the years in which the preferred meaning of ambiguous words changed.
Data and methods
We use two text corpora for our experiments. The first consists of the texts from the Dutch literary magazine De Gids 2 , which are available from the Nederlab website 3 (Brugman et al., 2016) . This a highquality corpus spanning 173 years ) and containing about 88 million tokens. We extracted counts for lower case versions of individual words (unigrams) for the 169 available years (editions 1945, 2003, 2004 and 2008 are unavailable) . We have only used the words which occurred 100 times or more in the corpus. This data set contains 32,312 unique words.
The second text corpus consists of Dutch tweets as collected for the period January 2011-August 2016 (68 months) by the website twiqs.nl (Tjong Kim Sang and van den Bosch, 2013) . This corpus contains 27 billion tokens of which the individual token counts are available per month. We only used the counts for the tokens consisting entirely of lower case characters with the additional restriction that each token needed to appear at least 10,000 times in the corpus. This data set consists of 38,230 unique tokens.
We are interested in words that become more popular or less popular in a certain time frame. In graphs showing relative word frequencies, such words can be identified by a period of a monotonically increasing or decreasing frequency. Note that the total number words per year or month can vary. Therefore we do not use absolute frequencies (like: occurs 10 times per year) but relative frequencies (like: 10 divided by the total number of words of that year).
An example of the expected frequency graph for a new word can be found in Figure 1 . In 1837-1866 the preferred spelling of terecht (right) is different, so its frequency is close to zero. From 1866 the new spelling quickly gains popularity until 1871 when its relative frequency becomes more or less becomes stable. We define two mathematical methods for identifying such graphs.
The first method is a baseline which compares the final known relative frequency with the first known frequency. In principle we are looking for new words and obsolete words but we also want to find words of which the frequency suddenly increased or decreased by a large margin. Therefore we do not require that the first frequency (new words) or the last frequency (obsolete words) is equal to zero. We will rank the words according the this function:
where f req f irst and f req last are the relative frequencies at the first and last time points, and n is the number of words. Since the first frequency could be equal to zero for rising words and we do not want to divide by zero, we add a small number to each relative frequency:
n (add 0.5 smoothing, a variant of add one smoothing (Jurafsky and Martin, 2000) ) 4 . We name this measure delta score. When the final frequency of a word is a lot higher than the first, the word is a good candidate for being a new word. When the reverse is true, the word has probably become obsolete. When we rank the words according from high to low delta score, the neologism candidates will appear on top of the list while the archaism candidates can be found at the bottom of the list.
The second method for finding new and obsolete words is based on correlation coefficients. We compute the correlation coefficients (r) of the relative frequencies of the words and time, and sort the words by this score:
Here f req t is the relative frequency of a word at a certain time point (t) and n is the number of time points. Words with a rising graph will correspond to an r value close to plus one while words with a descending graph will be assigned an r value close to minus one. After sorting the words by r value, we expect to find new words on the top of the list, and the obsolete words at the bottom. Delta scores and correlation coefficients are used to rank the words of the two corpora. In order to deal with noise in the data, we perform four different variants of each experiment. In the standard variant, the relative frequencies of words per years are used unchanged. In the two other variants, the frequencies in the computations are the average over five neighboring years, eleven neighboring years and twenty one neighboring years (smoothing factors 5, 11 and 21). Averaging frequencies will remove random noise from the data and could make it easier for the two methods to identify frequency trends.
The two methods will be used to select candidate neologisms and archaisms from corpus data, which be presented to expert language users for further evaluation. For this purpose, we would like to know which of the two methods is better in selecting candidate neologisms and archaisms. Evaluating the methods is difficult since the required gold standard data are scarcely available. Van der Sijs (2001) published a list of 18,540 Dutch words with their first year of appearance, of which 6,612 are from the publication period of the magazine. However, none of the words are from the period of the tweets and for archaisms we do not have any background information. Furthermore, we do not expect many of the 6,612 neologisms of the list to be found in the magazine texts since they cover a restricted topic (literature). Table 1 : Evaluation scores for the two ranking methods. The correlation coefficients perform best for magazine texts, with 99+% interesting words in the top-ranked 100 and bottom-ranked 100 for smoothing factor 11. Delta scores perform best for tweets, with a best average precision of 98% for smoothing factors 11 and 21.
Because of the lack of gold standard data, we have decided to evaluate the two methods by manually inspecting the frequency graphs of the top-ranked words and the bottom-ranked words based on the scores assigned by each method. In this evaluation procedure, we look for words with a frequency distribution over time that could be interesting for examination by linguists. Here we only consider the frequency progression and do not use external knowledge about the history of the words. We regard words as interesting when there was a significant rise (300%+) or drop (75%+) in the relative frequency and when the relevant levels were reached for ten years (magazine text) or ten months (tweets). Words which were only popular during a very short time, corresponding with a frequency spike, are not considered interesting (conform the endurance criterion of Metcalf (2002)) 5 .
Apart from this quantitative evaluation, we will also perform a small qualitative analysis by comparing candidate neologisms from the magazine texts with the the Chronological Dictionary (van der Sijs, 2001) and by inspecting some of the candidate neologisms and candidate archaisms from the tweets.
Experiments
We looked for neologisms and archaisms in 169 editions of word unigram data of the Dutch literary magazine De Gids (1837-2009; 4 missing editions) and in 68 months of word unigram data of Dutch tweets (January 2011-August 2016). We applied the two ranking methods described in the previous section in combination with four smoothing strategies for the word frequencies: no smoothing (smoothing factor 1) and processing data in sets of five, eleven and twenty one adjacent years (smoothing factors 5, 11 and 21). For each ranking variant, we evaluated the results by inspecting the graphs associated with the top-ranked 100 words and those corresponding with the bottom-ranked 100 words. The evaluation results can be found in Table 1 .
For magazine texts, correlation coefficients outperformed delta scores, with a best average precision score of 99% for smoothing factor 11. For tweets, delta scores proved to be better than correlation scores, reaching 98% average precision for smoothing factors 11 and 21. We compared the two top 100 and bottom 100 magazine word lists suggested by the methods and found an overlap of only 24%. Since the two methods suggest different words, they can be used in parallel.
During the evaluation of the top and bottom lists of the ranking methods, we encountered the expected step function as shown in Figure 1 . For all of the words with such a graph, the frequency progression was caused by a spelling reform. Figure 2 contains an example of this: the spelling of the word zoo (so, Figure 2A ) was changed to zo ( Figure 2B ) in the spelling reform of 1947 (Neijt, 1991) .
We expected that new words would need a few years to be accepted in the Dutch language and from then would have a stable frequency. However, to our surprise we found several examples of words in the Figure 2 : Examples of frequency graphs of neologisms and archaisms found in the magazine texts. A: the word zoo (so) was a common word in the magazine until its spelling was changed in 1947. B: the new spelling of the word: zo, frequent in the magazine texts since 1947. C: we found several words in the magazine texts of which the relative frequency had been rising for more than a hundred years: this is the graph for the word elkaar (each other). D: we also found words for which the relative frequency had been decreasing for more than a hundred years, this is the graph for onzer (ours). Graphs have been drawn using data with smoothing factor 5. magazine texts of which the frequency was rising for more than a century while for others the frequency decreased for over a hundred years before reaching zero. Two examples can be found in Figure 2 : the neologism elkaar (each other, Figure 2C ) and the archaism onzer (ours, Figure 2D ).
We did not expect to find perpetually rising and falling words but these are exactly the frequency progressions that the correlation coefficients prefer. This means that the words which rise and fall within smaller time frames, have a smaller chance of appearing in the top and in the bottom of the ranking lists. In order to find these words, we modified the correlation coefficient method to check only a limited window of adjacent years. We checked three different window sizes: 10 years, 20 years and 30 years. Since the rise or fall of a word could start in any year, we checked all possible overlapping windows for each word (sliding window approach) and kept the highest and lowest window correlation score for comparison with other words.
We manually checked the frequency graphs of the top 100 magazine words and the bottom 100 magazine words according to highest and lowest correlation coefficients obtained with smoothing factor 11. Table 2 contains an overview of the evaluation scores. We found that a window size of 10 years enabled the best average precision score (79%). This score was lower than the associated score for the complete time frame (99%). Apparently, finding words that quickly change frequency is more difficult than finding words of which the frequency slowly changes, or the words of the first category are more rare. The top Window size (yrs) Correlation coefficients 10 20 30 Top 100 75% 77% 73% Bottom 100 83% 78% 73% Average 79% 78% 73% Table 2 : Evaluation scores for the top 100 and bottom 100 words after ranking magazine words with correlation coefficients computed for sliding windows of 10, 20 and 30 years. The best performances were reached with a window size of 10 years.
Figure 3: The sliding window approach found words which both rose and fell within the publication period of the magazine corpus: the use of waarderen (appreciate, right graph) was replaced by using waardeeren (left graph) after the spelling reform of 1863. This decision was turned around in the spelling reform of 1947.
100 lists of the two methods proved to be complementary: they had only four words in common. This means the window approach can be used in combination with the non-window approach to achieve a larger coverage.
With the window approach, we found two more interesting groups of words. First, it found words that rose in popularity and then fell within the publication lifetime of the magazine, like waardeeren (appreciate), which gained popularity around 1870 but disappeared after 1950 (see the left graph in Figure 3 ). Next, we found words that fell and came back after a few decades. An example of such a word is waarderen (appreciate, see Figure 3 ). It replaced the variant with three e's after the spelling reform of 1947 (Neijt, 1991) . Its disappearance around 1870 was most likely caused by the spelling reform which was started in 1863.
In 2001, Nicoline van der Sijs published a list of 18,540 words together with the first year that each of the words were observed in the Dutch language (van der Sijs, 2001 ). The time span of the word list is about 1500 years. We compared the top 100 magazine words suggested by the delta scores with smoothing factor 21 with this list. Only two of the suggested neologisms appeared in the list (poëzie and zowel) but 25 more neologisms were inflections of words in the list. According the the years mentioned in the list, only three of the 27 words emerged during the life time of our magazine corpus. The word culturele was detected in the magazine nine years after its development in 1927. Interestingly enough publiceerde and publiceert appeared in the magazine corpus five decades before the year mentioned in the list for their root form (publiceren, 1902) . Although the precision of the delta scores in his comparison is low, these examples show that they can provide useful information for lexicographers.
A large part of the top 100 list of magazine neologisms consisted of words which were missing in the Chronological Dictionary (van der Sijs, 2001). We cleaned this part of the list (removing proper names Figure 4 : Examples of candidate neologisms and archaisms found in in tweets. drone (unmanned aircraft) was infrequently used in Dutch tweets but has gained popularity since 2012. Messenger program MSN was first renamed and then discontinued in 2012/2013. and duplicate inflected forms) and presented 45 of the words to the author of the dictionary. We learned that the Chronological Dictionary was incomplete and that certain words like compounds had been left out on purpose. Many of the unseen words in the top 100 list turned out to be compounds, like for example aflopen (to end), hoogleraar (professor) and vrijwel (almost).
Inspection of top 100 tweet words suggested by the delta scores with smoothing factor 11 and window size 10, produced several interesting neologisms: drone (Figure 4, left) , emoji, jihadist, koningsdag (King's Day), matchfixing, onesie (jumpsuit), selfie, smartwatch and yolo. Nearly all of these are loanwords from English. The list also included some names of new companies that could be of interest for lexicographers: instagram, netflix, periscope snapchat, tinder, vine and wattpad. Brand names could also be found at the bottom of the list: the obsolete hyves (Dutch social network), msn (Figure 4, right) and xbox. The time span of the tweet corpus is too small to find archaisms. Most words in the bottom 100 were slang words which went out of fashion after teenagers left Dutch Twitter in the summer of 2013.
Concluding remarks
We have presented two different methods for finding rising and falling words in texts with time stamps: one based on comparing the initial and the final relative frequencies (named: delta scores), and one based on correlation coefficients of relative frequencies and time. We have applied the two techniques to 173 years of Dutch magazine text and 68 months of Dutch tweets. Both methods performed well, returning 90+% interesting words in the top-ranked and bottom-ranked 100. Smoothing the frequency scores improved the precision scores of the two methods with a few percent.
We also tested a variant of the correlation coefficients which assigned word scores based on data of sliding time windows. Here the best performance was reached with a window size of 10 years. We found that the highest and lowest ranked words of this window approach had only a small overlap with the highest and lowest ranked words of the non-window approach. This means that the methods can be used together for generating rising and falling words from time-stamped text corpora.
We have more appropriate historic text material that we would like to apply these techniques to. A challenge is that most of these digital texts have been produced by optical character recognition which means that they contain many misspelled words. Future work will reveal how well the ranking methods can deal with this type of data noise.
